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Abstract: This article deals with the research of creative skills within the project Nonverbal creativity in technical education carried out within the scope of grant GAČR 406/07/0109. This project deals with the research of nonverbal creativity and at the same time it will try to show how to develop the creativity in technically oriented subjects at work with the school education programme.
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1 Introduction

Our society has gone through many social and economic changes during the recent years – change of ownership relations, work and family environment, but also the change in the system of social values. All this put many people to situations that require different way of thinking and other techniques than those used in the past. In conjunction with the change of social background, there is also a change of work style at our schools. The schools management is changing too. In fact, the teachers prepare their students to life in the society and we do not exactly know today what kind of demands and skills will be required from the students in the near future. However, the importance of creative thinking in all kinds of human activity is rising. At the time of scientific and technical development, it is clear that the next development is heading toward difficult and complicated creative activity concerning practically all of us.

Nowadays, the creativity and creative thinking development are becoming one of the main teaching goals of the education programmes in all kinds of schools. The importance of creative thinking in educational process also highlight our Slovak colleagues (Cagáňová, Rusková) by the claiming that creative thinking techniques make educational process more effective and support creative potential of young people in the sense of originality and innovation. One of the questions under debate in the field of creativity is how to improve its standard. When testing the creative skills, people usually use bibliographic and personal questionnaires, non-testing methods, dialogue, projective techniques, appraisal of creative activity and products, questionnaires for creative atmosphere factors, testing batteries and multidimensional projects, experimental and research methods for specific topics or different identification means (e.g. test of productive thinking, test of scientific thinking, test for creative types defining etc.). Stability, consistence and reliability of test results can be influenced by the fact that the very manifestation of creativity is dependant on many other factors e.g. emotional or physical condition, atmosphere in the group, motivation and many other often incidental effects. Tests of creative thinking and creative skills are often very demanding as to the research workers. The tests require considerable experience in searching for a suitable test, selection of reliable criteria when evaluating and interpreting the final results. These results can present the starting point for creating new curriculum and school educational programmes. They also show the creative skills level of individual age groups and what field we should concentrate on.

Within the project Nonverbal creativity in technical education, there was a research carried out by the Department of Technical Education, which is a part of the Faculty of education within the University of West Bohemia in Pilsen (Czech
Republic). This project included transversal research of creative skills at elementary schools. Main aim of this research was to map the level of technical imagination with the help of Construction and shape test and the level of creative thinking with the help of Torrance Figural Test of Creative Thinking.

Now, let us introduce the organisation and its research results in short.

2 Creative skills research

Research goals and hypotheses

In compliance with the research goal, we raised the fundamental questions of the research:

I. Is there any connection between the results reached in Torrance Figural Test of Creative Thinking and the results reached in the Test of technical imagination – Construction and shape test?

II. Has the respondents’ age factor any influence on the final score of the Torrance tests?

III. Has the respondents’ age factor any influence on the final score of technical imagination?

IV. Is there any significant difference in reaching both tests results with the students of 1st and 2nd stage of elementary schools?

V. Are there any significant differences in the results reached in both tests within the academic groups?

Hypotheses

For solving the creative skills research, we formulated these hypotheses:

H₁: There is a significant difference between the results reached with the Torrance figural test of creative thinking and the results reached with the test of technical imagination – construction and shape test - in all integrated groups.

H₂: Respondent’s age factor has effect on the reached final score in the Torrance figural test of creative thinking.

H₃: Respondent’s age factor has effect on the reached final score in the test of technical imagination – construction and shape test.

H₄a: There is a significant difference in the results reached in the test of technical imagination – construction and shape test - between the students of 1st and 2nd stage of elementary schools.

H₄b: There is a significant difference in the results reached in the Torrance figural test of creative thinking between the students of 1st and 2nd stages of elementary schools.

H₅a: There is a significant difference in the results reached in both used tests between the students of 1st and 2nd stages of elementary schools.

H₅b: There is a difference in the results reached in the technical imagination – construction and shape test – between the academic groups.

H₅c: There is a difference in the results reached in the Torrance figural test of creative thinking between the academic groups.

H₅d: There is a difference in the results reached in both used tests between the academic groups.

2. Creative skills research

Research organisation and research sample characteristics

Research organisation and research sample characteristics

The research was carried out at elementary schools in Pilsner, Usti and Ceske Budejovice region. 603 pupils of the 1st stage from five elementary schools were involved in the research. For more consistent view on the given task, there were also additional groups which were involved in the research. These were the students of the 2nd stage within elementary schools, students of faculties of education, elementary school teachers and free time pedagogues. On the whole, there were about 1500 respondents.

Research realisation timetable

Field research study started in February 2007 and finished in March 2008. During this period, the research workers were testing the respondents by creativity tests. They also monitored the research progress and reported research data that were consequently evaluated and statistically processed.

Research methods

When gathering data, we used standardized tests of creativity:

- Construction and shape test for identification of technical imagination level,
- Torrance figural test of creative thinking for identification of creative thinking level.
- Statistic methods for verification of defined hypotheses.
- Monitoring of research work.

**Elementary schools research results**

Research results were evaluated, statistically processed and they are presented here in the form of curves of development. Graph No. 1 shows the development of technical creativity (imagination) defined with the help of Construction and shape test; graph No. 2 shows the development of creative thinking. Torrance figural test of creative thinking was used here.
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Comparison of the creative thinking development and technical creativity (imagination) development is showed in the graph No. 3.
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Curves of development - comparisoni

Research results show those respondents (or age groups) who need to be given more tasks of constructive character - the technical creativity (imagination) tasks. The results also show when it is necessary to develop creative thinking or include education projects with problematic elements that lead the students to independent creative thinking.

Creative skills research results concerning all respondents

Teacher’s personality largely participates in the development of creative skills. Following curves show the creative skills development of individual age groups – pupils of the 1st stage of elementary schools, pupils of the 2nd stage of elementary schools, faculty of education students and experienced teachers. Graph No. 4 shows the development of technical creativity tested by the Torrance construction task test, graph No. 5 show the development of creative thinking. We used the Torrance figural test of creative thinking for this research.
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PATTERN ASSEMBLY TEST
The last graph shows the comparison of technical creativity and creative thinking in the individual groups.
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[Graph showing comparison of technical creativity and creative thinking in the individual groups.]

- Torrance tests curve of development
- Construction and shape test curve of development
This implies that the high values in technical creativity were reached by the students of the 2nd stage of elementary schools. However, the academic students showed high creative thinking.

Measuring data in both tests were statistically processed and the results were presented in specialized publications.

3 Study programmes innovation, change of the management and work style at elementary schools

Research, concerning the students and teachers creative skills level at elementary schools and faculties of education, mapped how creative our young generation is. In order to reach the high level of creative skills within whole population, it is necessary to start with the youngest. We need to change the style of work at our elementary schools, open the schools for the outside world, lead our children to independent thinking, and develop their technical thinking from the very beginning of their lives. This is the only way how the technical disciplines can present the specialists of high quality in the future.

Main goal of the project under the name Nonverbal creativity in technical education was to create an educational programme for creative teaching of technical education at our elementary schools – Creative technical work. There was an optional subject integrated to pedagogic study programmes under similar name. The research also shows that the teaching goals like creativity and adaptation are nowadays specified by teachers as very important in education programmes, but the practice is usually very different. If the activities in the education field Man and the world of work should develop creative thinking and imagination, they need to be worked out mainly as problem-solving tasks and teaching projects. All-school teaching projects are usually very effective.

Tasks for creative skills development include the programme called Creative technical work, labelled as CTW (in Czech language TTP-Tvorive technicke prace).

C- Creative thinking – new ideas in working with different materials, active participation, independence, terminology, utilisation of crafted products;

T – Technical imagination – constructive tasks, assembly and dismantling work;

P - Projects and problems – their realisation in technical education, interconnection of gained knowledge and skills within the project realisation, problem solving.

4 Summary

Creativity forms the basis of not only the intellectual success, when it helps to produce surprising and original ideas, but also the practical success, when we put these ideas into practice. We should not be afraid of being flexible and original or changing the old-fashioned standards and traditional views on solving problems. We should use any opportunity to be creative and create a stimulating environment for such activities. Only this way we, as well as the students of elementary schools, can use the creative potential that the nature invested to us. Human brain is still much more powerful than any computer. It just needs to be switched on.
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